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"It is the ability to destroy the target we are after, and in that case it is the munition, not the carrier, that is important."

Honorable Edward C. Aldridge, Jr., Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics

ABSTRACT

Munitions are a critical element of United States national security. The U.S. industrial base is able to produce high quality munitions that are the best in the world, but currently suffers from serious problems. Problems result from a steady decline in procurement funding over the past several decades, and systemic shortfalls in research and development funds. Efforts to stimulate efficiency have instead driven a long series of industry consolidations resulting in loss of competition and increasing corporate debt. Second and third tier suppliers have been eliminated, replaced by small niche companies with limited capabilities. The highly skilled munitions workforce and most government facilities are aging and not being effectively replaced. Program Manager efforts to promote efficiency by purchasing explosives, fuzes or components off-shore resulted in further damage to the domestic industry. Concerns exist that the lack of surge capacity may hazard U.S. security strategy for large-scale contingencies. Inadequate oversight by DoD and confused policies and generation of requirements by the services needs attention. Future systems will incorporate even greater precision and lethality, limiting U.S. casualties and collateral damage. Autonomous weapons, requiring minimal human intervention and the potential for directed energy weapons might someday make the munitions of today obsolete. The U.S. must decide if we will support our struggling industrial base or if we should look to overseas sources of munitions, accepting risks inherent in globalization. Whatever the future holds, munitions will remain a key element of U.S. military power for decades to come.
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INTRODUCTION:

The munitions industry in the U.S. is key to U.S. national security strategy and a vital component of the military element of national power. Including all types of munitions, from pistol ammunition to nuclear weapons, these are critical components of our security portfolio and provide the ability to influence world events. The U.S. has developed the most advanced weapons in the world, incorporating unsurpassed lethality and pinpoint precision. Despite this significant lead in munitions technology, the U.S. munitions industry developed serious industrial base problems that could eventually erode our ability to project adequate military force in support of the informational, economic and diplomatic elements of power.
A basic logistics premise is that during peacetime we value efficiency and during wartime we value redundancy. Nowhere is this truer than in the munitions industry. The concept of time-sensitive supply when applied to wartime munitions can be disastrous if the right munitions in the right quantities are not available in the right place at the right time. Requirements must be accurate and coordinated to prevent wasting vital and scarce resources. Manufacturers must be capable of producing or buying components in quantities adequate to meet both peacetime and national crisis goals. Physical facilities must be adequate and skilled workers available to meet requirements. Lastly, sufficient funding must be provided to support private industry in a competitive free market economy, modernize government facilities, and pursue research and development.

In search of efficiency, the U.S. munitions industry has undergone a long series of consolidations. Government and contractor facilities closed or downsized and skilled workers were lost to retirement or other industries. The munitions industrial base, which existed after World War II, is now a shadow of its former capability. Military depots and arsenals, capable of producing millions of rounds of ammunition and bombs, are in serious need of recapitalization.

The Munitions Seminar specifically questions the ability of the munitions industry in the U.S. to meet the challenges of producing adequate legacy munitions to support near term operations, while transforming to support precision engagement in the context of Joint Vision 2020. What risk is the U.S. willing to assume in pursuit of efficiency? Can we achieve unity of effort within the U.S. munitions industry and with our key allies and coalition partners?

We have focused on the overall munitions industry and not on specific types of munitions. Missiles and precision-guided munitions (PGM’s) dominated many of our discussions because they are the central focus of current and recent military operations. It is appropriate that PGM’s dominated our look to the future since they are such a vital component of transformation and precision strikes. We included discussion of directed energy weapons as a follow-on capability to PGM’s for the objective force. We purposely did not include discussion on nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction in order to focus on conventional ordnance issues.

A tough question is whether the U.S. will continue to develop and produce the vast majority of munitions domestically, or partner with foreign producers to provide munitions needs. Globalization suggests that engaging the world market could provide enhanced efficiencies and economies of scale. However, the risk of inadvertent or intentional failures in the international system to provide vital munitions may be too great to accept. Greater use of world markets would almost certainly accelerate the demise of some domestic munitions companies as a cost of doing business. Gaining consensus on this issue is problematic at best.

Overall, the industry is presently capable of producing quantities of high quality munitions adequate to support peacetime needs or Small Scale Contingencies (SSC). Concerns exist regarding corporate health of the munitions industrial base and its ability
to surge to meet major theater war or large contingency requirements. The apparent lack of a centralized munitions vision within DoD, aging facilities and a graying workforce make the government’s future high technology capability questionable. Increased industry reliance on a dwindling number of second and third tier suppliers of critical munitions components puts the surge capacity for high technology - low volume precision munitions at risk. Regardless of the type of munitions discussed, similar concerns permeated our studies of the munitions industrial base.

Finally, we will outline policy recommendations that might improve the overall situation. Munitions provide the lethal punch necessary to the credible use of the military component of national power. If we fail, there will be no second chance to provide the best munitions available to our warfighters. Transformation success relies on better, more lethal and more precise munitions. The ability of the services to maintain near-term force readiness relies on our approach to acquiring munitions and managing the industrial base that produces them.

THE MUNITIONS INDUSTRY

The munitions industry is difficult to bound as it encompasses both governmental/military elements and commercial businesses. Munitions encompass a wide continuum of products ranging from simple to complex weapons. The industry includes everything from small arms ammunition to mines, mortars, artillery ammunition, demolition materials, large rockets and missiles. It also includes bombs and nuclear weapons. Additionally, the industry includes all subcomponents such as pyrotechnics, propellants, fuzes, power supplies and guidance systems. Recent experiences in Iraq, Kuwait, Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan shifted much of the industries’ emphasis from traditional low technology munitions to precision weapons. Precision munitions support U.S. strategies by limiting friendly casualties and minimizing collateral damage.

The trend to use precision munitions is even more pronounced as we transform in support of precision engagement as described in Joint Vision 2020. Recent operations in Afghanistan validated the effectiveness and value of air delivered precision-guided munitions (PGM’s). Extensive use of PGM’s in Afghanistan revealed shortfalls in our requirements determination process and the munitions industry's ability to rapidly manufacture adequate supplies to support the Combatant Commanders’ choice of weapons.

CURRENT MUNITIONS INDUSTRY CONDITION

Joint Vision 2020 identifies the need for the U.S. to begin preparing now for an uncertain future. To accomplish this task, the U.S. military must obtain full spectrum dominance using superior munitions systems capable of precision engagement at any time and in any place in the world. Precision munitions will be key to accomplishing the goals of Joint Vision 2020.
The current state of the munitions industry can best be described as bimodal. At one end, precision-guided munitions have enjoyed unprecedented success and positive publicity. The nightly news showed continuous pictures of PGM’s landing on target in Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan, emphasizing the advantage the U.S. military employed with such precision munitions. On the other, the U.S. munitions industrial base is struggling to stay afloat and keep pace with DoD and public expectations.

CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS

From a market perspective, modern munitions, especially PGM’s, are very specialized products. They may not be purchased as commercial, off the shelf products and generally have no commercial applications. The munitions market is global in nature and it is highly competitive. The munitions industry is by definition a monopoly/monopsony, with usually one main seller and one buyer – the government.

During the 1980’s, DoD engaged in an unprecedented military build up. Included in that build up was development of new precision missile technology and the subsequent production of that technology. As long as the Soviet Union loomed large on the horizon as a threat, new weapons and new technology was an imperative. Companies competed for the lucrative defense contracts. As well, duplication was tolerated as a method to produce the best product and create competition among the missile manufacturers.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the U.S. turned its attention inward and defense budgets shrank. More recently, DoD has chosen not to afford redundancies, or invest in research and development, preferring to buy near-term readiness (See Figure 1).
While overall defense spending increased overall since 9-11, procurement of near-term munitions needs have reduced funds available for near and mid term R&D even further. During an infamous 1993 meeting generally known as the “last supper,” Secretary of Defense William Perry told defense industry leaders that if they persisted on their current course, the defense market would not be large enough for all of them to survive. Beginning with twenty-two companies, massive consolidations followed over the next ten years, directly affecting the munitions industry and resulting in only four large U.S. firms (See figure 2).

**U.S. Industry Consolidation**

![Figure 2](image)

In 1998, the trend toward consolidation slowed when a proposed merger of Lockheed Martin and Northrop, and the acquisition of Newport News shipyards by General Dynamics were disapproved. The government realized the pendulum had swung too far toward consolidations and that real competition was in jeopardy.

**Business Environment**

Due to substantial debt resulting from consolidations, credit ratings of major U.S. defense vendors slid to nearly junk bond status. Long-term ventures with sub-vendors are difficult to establish due to single year defense budgets, lack of long term government contracts and a general fear that the defense department will not “come through” with the next contract option. Risk to DoD became apparent early during Operation Enduring Freedom, when Boeing was asked to dramatically increase (surge) production of Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAM’s). Primarily due to the unavailability of components from second and third tier suppliers, Boeing estimated at least six months to achieve
desired JDAM production levels. Because of limited war reserve stocks of JDAM’s and the overwhelming success of their employment during the initial phase in Afghanistan, JDAM had become the weapon of choice during nearly every air-to-ground engagement, driving the limited stockpile dangerously low. Running out of JDAM’s would mean using some other, perhaps less precise munition, with potentially increased risk to ground forces or aircrews.

The consolidation issue did not stop with just prime vendors. With a lack of funding to sustain long-term contracts, second and third tier vendors also consolidated or disappeared. Additionally, a number of single vendors collapsed from low profit margins. Although DoD policy makers in the early 1990’s viewed consolidation as an effective management tool for industry, the subsequent negative effects of loss of competition, decreasing budgets, lack of long-term contractual commitments and disappearing vendors are now evident.

Overall assessment of DoD’s munitions planning and fighting strategy can best be described as follows:
- Uncertain production capacity.
- Uncertain demand and inflexible DoD procurement practices (and budgets.)
- Inefficient information management (of reserves and requirements.)
- Aging and uncertain workforce (for both government and contractors.)
- Vendor/sub-vendor lack of responsiveness.
- Degradation in surge/mobilization capability.

**European Consolidations**

![Diagram showing European consolidations](image)

*Figure 3*
International Environment

Not unlike U.S. industry, European munitions producers faced many similar challenges. Shrinking budgets, defense industry consolidations (Figure 3), and European Nationalism (EU) presented similar issues. Major European munitions suppliers accomplished an assessment in 2001 of the global PGM market. The assessment concluded that U.S. PGM producers dominated sales both in the U.S. and overseas. The U.S. provided 97% of the PGM’s for the U.S. and 67% of the PGM’s in the rest of the world. The U.S. firms were successful in promoting policies that provide subsidies (in the form of R&D funds) and laws that block or heavily restrict sales of foreign produced products to DoD (The Buy American Act, Section 806, of the Strom Thurmond National Defense Authorization Act for FY99 and the Defense Export Loan Guarantee Program) by European companies.

To gain the ability to compete in the larger U.S. market, BAE created BAE North America, a U.S. Corporation wholly owned by BAE systems, a United Kingdom company. BAE North America successfully purchased several U.S. companies, and positioned itself as a large and financially sound U.S. defense contractor. By leveraging its physical location in the U.S., it is a viable competitor for some U.S. companies. As well, other international corporations are opting to form partnerships and similar ventures to break into the U.S. market.

Government Oversight and Policy

If you asked for a total DoD requirement for munitions, you would be hard pressed to find a single answer. No one person or office integrates the total DoD requirements process, determining the types and numbers of munitions required by the services over the POM. Each service develops their own requirements, contracts for production and takes individual delivery of munitions. When a Combatant Commander needs to move munitions to support a regional contingency, more than one service is usually involved. The total (worldwide) inventory of any given PGM or missile is not readily available to that Combatant Commander to help in the decision making process.

Summary

Smart munitions, specifically air-dropped PGM’s, are the weapons of choice for the immediate future. No one can deny the well-publicized success achieved by the U.S. in the last four conflicts (beginning with Operation Desert Storm) and PGM's fully support the public's demand for low U.S. casualties and minimal collateral damage. However, in spite of these accomplishments, there is eminent danger to the munitions industry. The prime contractors are heavily debt ridden from a decade of consolidations. They cannot depend on DoD for long-term contracts and have difficulty establishing long-term support relationships with sub-vendors. To satisfy the requirement for competition, the munitions budget must be sufficient to at least maintain the current industrial base. In the aftermath of 9-11 and as Operation Enduring Freedom continues,
money to replace PGM’s expended in the war will help the industry in the short run. In
the longer term, we cannot overlook competition from Europe and their desire to enter
the financial race for new U.S. contracts.

There is great concern that DoD or the Joint Staff lacks a single office for
integration and oversight of the total munitions program. Without a DoD roadmap for
munitions policy, Congress will continue to pass laws such as Section 806 of the FY99
National Defense Authorization Act.1 However, support for the U.S. military may not
rest entirely on American companies. Increasingly, the U.S. fights as the leader of a
coalition, but the growing inequality of weapons and munitions puts the future of these
coalitions in jeopardy. Many coalition partners are becoming more vocal in making their
point that interoperability with U.S. forces does not always mean buying American
munitions. Until DoD addresses this issue, much of the munitions industrial base will
continue to chase market forces – which may or may not be the best way to serve the
overall DoD mission.

FUTURE ISSUES

There is no single solution for concerns within the munitions industry. Rather,
the U.S. government and private U.S. companies engaged in the munitions business must
address the following series of issues.

Strategic Planning

Today, we lack strategic planning for munitions within the Department of
Defense. We desperately need an overarching roadmap toward munitions as an industry
and an overall DoD requirement. We must develop goals to adequately plan a long-term
budget, a roadmap toward the future, a plan for today, and the R&D investment to
achieve the roadmap. The planning process must include alternatives to allocate scarce
resources in time of national emergencies. If DoD is serious about efficiently and
effectively managing munitions, it needs to adopt a systems approach to ensure it
supplies the war fighter with the proper number and type of munitions they need to win
wars as outlined in Joint Vision 2020.

DoD must formulate a strategic roadmap to identify munitions requirements and
priorities among the Combatant Commanders and establish service component goals for
munitions research, acquisition transformation and overall munitions management. The
strategic plan must be supported by a complimentary budget that enables DoD to reach
goals established by the Combatant Commanders. Stabilizing budgets also enables prime
contractors to enter into more stable long-term agreements with their vendors.

1 Section 806 of the Strom Thurmond National Defense Authorization Act of FY99 seeks to protect the
domestic munitions industry by specifically requiring program managers to have procurements of
propellants, explosives, fuzes, and other critical munitions components reviewed and approved by the
Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition (SMCA). The SMCA, currently the Secretary of the Army,
is required by law to protect the interests of the domestic munitions industry and to insure program
managers are not buying overseas when U.S. companies can provide required components at reasonable
cost.
Policy Guidance

The U.S. government needs to streamline restrictive import and export regulations executed by the Departments of State, Defense and Commerce. U.S. munitions producers have experienced export delays due to export license application processes and approval procedures causing shipping delays, increased costs and reduced revenue. Foreign customers will go elsewhere rather than subject themselves to excess delays. Conversely, foreign sources that could shore up our own munitions manufacturing shortfalls meet with the same excessive “red-tape” and delays.

There is some reason for optimism regarding changes. According to a senior-level Pentagon official, "... export licenses for systems sold to U.S. allies since the start of Operation Enduring Freedom have been processed in as little as 24 hours. There is evidence that the system can respond when necessary."²

Business Strategies

To enlist corporate investments in munitions research, development and production, DoD should stabilize the prime and sub-vendor production base by negotiating long-term pricing agreements and entering into multi-year contracts. This would provide the needed guarantee for second and third tier vendors to remain active and viable in the market. Rather than focus on the cost of munitions, DoD should pay for the value of the weapon being produced and maintain a warm industrial base. Multi-year contracts based on best value will ensure the prime’s ability to remain in the market, keep a warm production base, and maintain a long-term relationship with the sub-vendors.

Information Management

Technology moves with the speed of thought. Advances in technology, the advent of the global marketplace and the emphasis on knowledge management, makes overall information management a “must pay” for the future of the munitions industry. The efficient management and utilization of information will provide flexibility and efficiency to optimize production capabilities. Information management resources and management can be leveraged so intellectual capital and knowledge flow across DoD, prime contractors, and second and third tier vendors (U.S. and global suppliers) networks. Networks which integrate requirements, budget projections, parts availability, contract coverage and warehouse locations and shipping data will be the lynchpin for true enterprise management of munitions in the twenty-first century.

Maintaining Industry Skills

The munitions industry (both government and private) has experienced a serious loss of experienced workers. Part of this "brain drain" is due to the advent of lean logistics, reduced inventories and people, downsizing of the defense budget and debt.

incurred via buyouts and acquisitions within the industry. Decreases in R&D funding and overall defense budgets have driven skilled workers into retirement or other businesses. The munitions industry must build flexibility into the workforce. This will enable the industry to use multi-skilled workers to handle surge requirements, and ensure employment because multi-skilled workers can move to other production lines. This will involve an investment in training by both government and industry to develop multi-skilled workers. Along the same vein, capturing employee intellectual capital in a database could help offset the “graying of the workforce.” Conversion of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge should be leveraged by each service, across the munitions industry and throughout the munitions supply chain.

Collaboration and Partnering

Collaboration with universities, research labs, industry and allies provides a valuable source of research and development, innovative thinking and possibly a new source of employees for the munitions market. DoD and prime contractor teaming could help second and third tier vendors remain in business by providing longer lead-time on production requirements and improved inventory management. It could also provide efficient use of industry capacity and decrease duplicative infrastructure requirements.

Improved Business Practices

The PPBS system needs to change, increasing the use of multi-year contracts without threatening congressional oversight. This change will entice contractors to risk more of their own money (or other assets) in munitions programs without fear of bankruptcy. A constant funding stream is preferred over the “feast or famine” policy we have today.

Summary

The challenge is to leverage munitions industry technological success while much of the industry is on the brink of financial insecurity. The U.S. government should seriously consider the areas outlined in this section. U.S. national security can best be served by a viable, healthy munitions industry. Without an adequate quantity (and a strong reserve) and quality of flexible munitions, our ability to meet current and future challenges will be severely tested. The conflict in Afghanistan, so soon after operations in Kosovo and Bosnia, should be a wake-up call regarding our ability to surge in such a critical industry. Without a strategic plan, an improved requirements process, a short and long-term budgetary plan, and strategic partners, we will continue to be stressed to find solutions to support our war fighting forces at home and abroad.
ESSAYS ON MAJOR ISSUES  

R&D and Future Munitions Systems

Joint Vision 2020 states “[the U.S.] needs to prepare now for an uncertain future” and establishes four key tenets for the transformation of the services; “dominant maneuver, precision engagement, focused logistics, and full dimension protection.” Precision munitions are one of the keys to meeting JV 2020's goals. The need for precision engagement over the next two decades drives munitions research and development (R&D) down a relatively narrow path. The focus of R&D in the munitions industry is to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of bombs, missiles, and projectiles.

Current and near-term air-dropped systems such as the Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), Joint Stand-off Weapon (JSOW), Joint Air to Surface Standoff Attack Missile (JASSM), and Standoff Land Attack Missile-Expanded Range (SLAM-ER), as well as surface fired missiles like the Tomahawk Land Attack Missile revolutionized air warfare. Artillery systems like Low Cost Competent Munitions (LCCM) add near precision to existing mortar and artillery rounds. Developing precise tube fired systems for both ground and sea based platforms will provide more precision and lethality in smaller packages and reduce unilateral reliance on air delivered systems.

Some day, directed energy may come to replace chemical energy as the basis for weapons. Directed energy allows the precision use of exactly the amount of lethality needed to accomplish our objectives, essentially eliminating collateral damage. If, and when, this technology becomes possible, the munitions industry as we know it today will change forever.

The conflicts of the future will always be fought on the world media stage. Every civilian casualty, every loss of an airman, soldier, or sailor, and every incident of collateral damage will significantly affect U.S. and world opinion. The U.S. must focus on technologies that:

- Provide extremely precise weapons minimally affected by jamming.
- Have a near zero failure rate.
- Provide effective combat power without risking the lives of warriors or civilians.
- Can defeat an enemy without totally destroying the infrastructure of their society.

These conflicting goals can be handled by advanced technologies that exist or are on the near horizon. The U.S., as the sole remaining superpower, must continue to modernize its weapons and weapon systems if it is to meet the asymmetric threats of the future.

---


4 Low Cost Competent Munitions (LCCM) are standard artillery and mortar projectiles fitted with fuzes incorporating electronic technology making the rounds much more accurate by providing steering capabilities significantly reducing CEP.
Infrastructure Support

In recent decades, DoD widely embraced modern technology as a means of enhancing the military services’ offensive and defensive capabilities. For the munitions industry, this encouraged increased development of precision munitions. The potential for increased use of autonomous weapons such as PGM armed unmanned vehicles in the future increases reliance on supporting infrastructure technologies. A large portion of the supporting infrastructure technology for munitions is geospatial technology. Geospatial technologies are images, geospatial information, and the Global Positioning System (GPS).

From a strategic perspective, and in contrast to the munitions industries, geospatial technology industries are clearly in a dual-use environment. The political, economic, social and technological issues are vastly different. Political policy recommendations for their use and protection are coordinated outside the DoD/Intel controlled munitions community as the technologies are embedded in commercial products. This dual-use approach allows the geospatial technology industries to enjoy a more robust economic scale. The social element of national power is pushing U.S. society towards an antiseptic war. Finally, the technology imperative of the U.S. forces American’s geospatial technology industries to keep abreast of improvements. The future trends indicate an emergence of directed energy weapons and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s). These advancements will use key geospatial technologies.

In the final analysis, the geospatial technology industrial base has grown robust through effective policy and a dual-use commercial approach. It provides military advantages and satisfies the social concerns of reducing collateral damage and loss of life. Additionally, key skills and mobilization capabilities are now embedded in the general population and the industrial base respectively. To date, the munitions industry has not followed this approach and is suffering from lack of cohesive policy and a shrinking industrial base.

High Performance Explosives (HPE) Industry Summary

Despite a clear national security need to maintain a strong domestic high performance explosives production capability, the U.S. government does not have a consistent strategy to accomplish that end. Procurement policies that favor lower cost imports without consideration for overall “best value” for long-term U.S. national security interests repeatedly contradicts stated DOD intentions regarding maintenance of a national high performance explosives industrial base. DoD Program Managers’ repeated selection of foreign HPE suppliers operating facilities with limited production capacities was a prime motivator for Congressional passage of Section 806, continues to damage the U.S. production base. This pure “best price” approach is inconsistent with DoD’s simultaneous ownership of the U.S. Army Ammunition Plants that dominate domestic HPE production. Clearly, a part of DoD sees these plants as the best means to retain a U.S. HPE industrial base capable of meeting both peacetime and wartime production demands, however the procurement community is not in step with this view.
Their decisions have undermined the economic viability of the largely government-owned, contractor-operated plants and put wartime HPE production capability at risk.

DoD should conduct a complete review of existing government-owned HPE production facilities and determine what level of excess capacity is appropriate for future peacetime and potential wartime needs. DoD should close any excess facilities in accordance with the provisions of the 1956 Arsenal Act in order to enhance the viability of remaining government and private sector organizations. In addition, DoD should recognize that “best value” for U.S. national security needs would be best achieved by maintaining a viable domestic HPE/HPEC industry. It should determine a minimum level of domestic production necessary to support an adequate industrial base. Limited “Buy America” policies and all provisions of Section 806, of the Strom Thurmond National Defense Authorization Act for FY99 should be enforced to direct at least a minimum level of spending to U.S. facilities before using foreign sources. In addition, present levels of R&D funding are inadequate to fully develop and exploit the potential of new high performance explosive technologies. The decline of R&D funding has slowed development of advanced energetic materials, inhibited manufacturing process advances and eroded both the federal and private scientific research base. There is no DoD strategy designed to balance R&D funding between government and private industry and preserve critical research capabilities in both sectors.

War Reserves and Requirements

Munitions war reserves are a critical component of the Combatant Commanders ability to conduct war. There are currently stocks of munitions located in CONUS, at some overseas bases, and on prepositioned ships assigned to specific regions, but capable of moving anywhere in the world. These stocks are insurance against the possibility of no-notice war in unforeseen areas and against known shortfalls in strategic lift of needed munitions. Modern war does not allow the luxury of time to build-up munitions stocks to support the initial fight.

The key to effectiveness of war reserve stocks is the process used to determine requirements. DoD uses the Capabilities Based Munitions Requirements (CBMR) process to make this determination. A potential problem with this process is the variety of analytic tools and methods the services use to implement the CBMR. Poor requirements lead to inefficient procurement, storage and management. Second order effects include improper manning to handle munitions and inadequate transportation resources to move them. DoD has failed to ensure requirements actually reflect what we need to prosecute the joint battle. If requirements do not reflect reality, funding is even more in need of changes. Funding was insufficient for decades and some legacy stocks are beginning to fail due to lack of attention. This creates even more pressure on funds since it increases the need for demilitarization of unusable stocks.

Operation Enduring Freedom underscores the preeminence of modern U.S. munitions and the lesson most likely has not been lost on our enemies. However, over the last two decades, the munitions industrial base contracted significantly and many vital
subcomponent contractors are now virtually sole source. Recent media attention highlights several of these pivotal links in the munitions supply chain, and initial investigations into force protection aspects of these contractor facilities yield disturbing results. Had Al Qaeda terrorists engineered “industrial accidents” at critical subcomponent manufacturers before the 9/11 attacks, they could have significantly impacted U.S. military strategy. We must act to comprehensively identify all the “weak links in the chain” and to protect and/or back up these critical sources where possible.

Munitions are generally bought in the coming year for delivery two to three (or more!) years out. This means many of the newest munitions being dropped or fired in Afghanistan today were ordered in 1998 or 1999. Long lead times are typical for low density, high technology weapons. This presents some interesting questions regarding how many high tech weapons we should buy for war reserves. High costs dictate buying minimal numbers, but most are being used as fast as they are produced, leaving no excess for war reserves. Combatant Commanders in Unified Commands not engaged in contingencies are likely to be reluctant to release their stocks of PGM’s since there is no guarantee when they will be replaced. There should be a plan in place to accomplish prioritization of these critical assets.

Fuzes

“The Safing, Arming, and Fuzing (SAF) industry has been in sharp decline in the past decade. The perceptions that SAF devices employ mature technology, are easy to build, and are inexpensive has resulted in continual under-funding of research, development, testing, and evaluation by both industry and government. This fact, combined with a lack of production requirements, has resulted in an erosion of the SAF industrial base. Today, the number of companies capable of producing quality SAF devices is decreasing.”

This report, written in 1990 remains relevant in describing the industry in 2002. In 1987, there were 31 firms engaged in fuze manufacturing. By 1991, there were 17. In 2001, the industry market overview listed eight fuze production facilities that employed less than 1700 people and generated total revenues of $252 million. A combination of cultural and market forces continue to downsize the fuze industry to a tentative four or five production lines.

Fuzes are essential elements in every artillery projectile, rocket, bomb, missile, and torpedo used by the military. A fuze is designed to provide the safety and arming functions necessary to preclude activating a munition’s lethal effects before the desired position or time. It must accurately sense a target or respond to prescribed conditions,

7 “Fuzing Industrial Base and Market Overview” brief to Industrial Committee Of Ammunition Producers, 12 February 2002.
such as elapsed time, acceleration forces, or command to initiate a train of fire or detonation in a munition.\textsuperscript{8}

Fuze production is primarily accomplished in small facilities that specialize in niche products. As defense companies downsized in the 90’s, many of these facilities were closed and product-lines and technologies sold. One of the most significant impacts to the U.S. fuze industrial base occurred in 1997, when ATK purchased Motorola’s fuze division, along with the technology for the Hard Target Smart Fuze (HTSF). Motorola’s engineers chose not to transfer and technical expertise was lost. Consequently, HTSF has yet to achieve required objectives. Likewise, L-3 Communications (a new company to fuzing production) purchased Bulova’s fuzing division and experienced similar expertise gaps in pursuing high reliability in the Army’s Self Destruct Fuze technology for submunitions.\textsuperscript{9} In combination with an aging workforce that is retiring without recruiting new talent, the loss of experienced engineers and scientists is the greatest threat to sustaining an industrial base that can produce reliable fuzes. Research and development is expensive with no current modeling and simulation capabilities or databases that can effectively fill this knowledge gap.

In summary, with DoD budget and buying habits focused on big-ticket items, fuze producers downsized to match demand, resulting in elevated risk to the munitions industrial base. DoD needs to plan fuze acquisitions and expenditures to promote stability and new development in the industry, while validating technology infusions with more credible databases. DoD and industry need new talent to replace an aging workforce. Finally, careful consideration must be given to any plan to buy fuzes offshore given the fragility of the domestic base. For fuzes, full compliance with Section 806 is a must if a domestic fuze production industry is to be maintained for the future.

Export Controls, Foreign trade, and Harmonization

In the U.S., the controlling regulation for munitions is the Arms Control Export Act. The Department of State administers this control system. All NATO countries and Japan, as well as most other armament producing states, manage a munitions export control system of some form. In general, munitions export controls exist for national security reasons, although there are many occasions when an export is blocked because of political objections. Munitions export controls have become controversial in the U.S., largely due to a shrinking national defense budget and stiffer foreign competition as both procurement and R&D budgets have significantly declined.

\textsuperscript{8} Anthony J. Melita brief to U.S. DoD Fuze Integrated Product Team.
The purpose of export controls is to deny actual and potential enemies access to technologies that are likely to increase their military threat. Among the relevant laws are the Arms Export Control Act, the International Traffic in Arms Regulation and the Export Administration Act, as amended. The State Department holds the reigns on defense exports.

Contractor direct military sales (DMS) abroad and foreign military sales (FMS) through the government, benefits DoD through lower costs which result from the larger business base of our defense contractors; however, our export control procedures inhibit DMS and FMS sales. Allies openly complain that export controls impede defense cooperation and contribute to the technology/capabilities gap between the U.S. and its allies. On December 16, 1999, the Dutch Ambassador wrote a letter (signed by senior diplomats of 16 other states) to Secretary Albright stating that U.S. export controls seriously impede defense cooperation. “During the March-June 1999 intervention in Kosovo, U.S. export controls prevented allies from having sufficient numbers of precision guided munitions.”

The export licensing system for U.S. munitions list items, both for technology and arms sales, is an arrangement that favors national security. The munitions list process is structured to ensure thorough vetting and review of any export.

Some of the leading executives within industry and the Department of Defense agree that changes in munitions markets, alliances and threats associated with globalization, mandates revisions in U.S. policies and acquisition procedures to ensure warfighters receive best military technology at best value. A “Blueprint for Action”, written by this panel of executives and officials, details specific recommendations related to addressing changes brought about by globalization:

“Cold War-era export controls and industrial policies threaten to hinder contractor’s ability to conduct the nation’s business in a global environment. Preventing companies from utilizing overseas facilities, suppliers, and partners, along with their technologies, and from exporting and importing products within reasonable bounds of security, harms competitiveness and induces companies to depart, or avoid, the defense market. This is true both for companies located in the U.S. and looking outward, and for firms based overseas looking inward to the U.S. In the long run, failure to form a common industrial base with U.S. allies will increase the cost to the U.S. of preserving critical industrial capabilities and could invoke damaging political consequences, as well.”

The panel’s prescription for mitigating these risks include:

---

• Revamp the export control process. The product, services and technology list needs to be screened to include only those items/services absolutely critical to national security. The excessive scope of products and services controlled creates unnecessary administrative burdens on industry and tension with allies. In addition, the current process takes much too long to accomplish and should be significantly streamlined to reduce processing time.

• Install an information system that gives all concerned agencies ability to track real-time status and expedite processing of export licenses.

• Move toward allowing industry to manage the export control system under government guidelines and audit procedures.

• Revise the State Department’s munitions list to eliminate readily available, common, non-military unique items such as radios and avionics.

• Substantially reduce the list of items on the Commerce Department’s Commodity Control List by tracking only those technologies where the U.S. and/or U.S. allies possess unique capabilities that can be controlled.

• Share information (to the maximum extent possible) with firms in friendly foreign countries, including consolidation of capabilities assessments.

• Streamline Treasury Department review procedures of proposed foreign/U.S. firm mergers.

• Permit the Pentagon to offer incentives for U.S. industry to seek out and propose joint technology acquisition programs with allied nations.

Probably the most enlightening recommendation of the panel was the emphasis that they placed on having our President aggressively pursue opportunities with NATO and other allies to “press for the harmonization of foreign ownership, anti-trust, and technology security regulations, as well as accounting standards, so as to foster a climate in which cross-border consolidation can take place more easily.”

These recommendations are surprising when you consider the makeup of the panel - DoD Leaders and Industry CEOs that are normally expected to be more protectionist in their views. Of course, all industry and government representatives do not share their position and have lobbied diligently to maintain protectionist policies. This view espouses that the U.S. should maintain a protectionist policy toward transfer of technology to foreign countries. They contend that it may be acceptable to allow foreign firms to produce critical munitions or munitions components when no U.S. producers are available. Policy should not be to continue reliance on foreign firms and to develop

12 Ibid.
resources in the U.S. to produce these items. These groups have lobbied successfully to place legislation on the books that severely restricts procurement of munitions from other than U.S. sources.

Export Controls/Foreign Trade: Conclusions/Recommendations

The U.S. Government seeks to control the export of too many products, services, and technologies. This creates serious tensions with U.S. allies and places undue burdens on industry. Additionally, the processes for exercising these controls are antiquated, cumbersome, and far too slow for U.S. companies competing in the global marketplace. The Government needs to look at reforms such as reviewing the Munitions List to eliminate items that are not uniquely military in function. Additionally, the Government needs to condense the Commodity Control (dual-use) List, streamline the export license and approval process, and evaluate alternative areas of giving industry a self-policing role in administering the export control sector with government guidelines, monitoring and enforcement.

Cooperative efforts in establishing export controls policy will protect the transfer of defense related goods while promoting U.S. access to the global defense business. This access can result in significant savings through global market competitive pricing. A structured approach with our allies to standardizing export policies, reflecting our current environment, will create more logical export policies. Our national security strategy is based on teamwork with coalition partners/allies and cooperative acquisitions and efforts in developing export policies should be part of that strategy. Interoperability in our business processes may prove as beneficial as interoperability of our weapons systems. This new paradigm could be a key ingredient to the pursuit of transformation in DoD.

Clearly, maintaining a healthy munitions industrial base is critical to the U.S. economy and national security. Also, it is evident that globalization offers threats and opportunities that must be assessed and appropriate policies implemented to mitigate the threats and take advantage of opportunities. The U.S. proved especially adept at understanding these challenges and benefited economically and strategically from globalization in other sectors. The current administration’s approach, to break down barriers that impede cooperative arrangements for munitions production with friendly foreign nations, reflects wisdom acquired through analysis of historical events and trends. We must assure industry that the U.S. will continue to support critical munitions producers with incentives necessary to secure their viability, but must recognize that the best interests of the country are served by allowing global markets to work efficiently. Many believe that in the long run, the best interests of all concerned are to maximize cooperation with foreign partners and allow competition to produce the best technology at the best value for our warfighters.

MUNITIONS INDUSTRY CONCLUSIONS
The munitions industrial base consists of many, varied components. These include both the organic base and the commercial base. The organic base is primarily made up of government facilities including the arsenals, ammunition plants (both government owned - contractor operated, and government operated), and munitions depots. The commercial base includes contractor owned facilities and numerous lower tier supply providers. The emerging munitions industry structure is technologically robust, but faces significant business challenges. A few large defense contractors that primarily serve as system integrators, develop and produce high technology products dominate that market. These large firms depend on declining numbers of their lower tier suppliers with sole source or unique expertise. Lower technology, high volume munitions are produced either at government owned, government operated facilities or by contractors operating in government owned ammunition plants.

In the 1990’s, defense budgets plunged to historically low levels resulting in less competition and fewer munitions purchases. These diminished purchases created profitability problems for surviving munitions contractors who were already in debt from a series of consolidations. A decline in government research and development funds also jeopardized future U.S. technological superiority. Budgets for near term procurement have grown, but levels of support for near and long term R&D continue to decline. This trend must be reversed for the U.S. to retain leadership in high technology munitions.

This new environment presents significant challenges for DoD and creates an increasing need for coherent industrial base policies. These policies should address unity of effort among the services and where feasible, among allies. New policies should ensure adequate R&D funding, encouraging industry investment and collaboration to maintain current U.S. technological superiority. DoD must improve the munitions requirements generation process to avoid redundancy and maximize available resources. New policies should require improved integration of all services requirements and consolidation with allied requirements when possible. It is imperative that DoD encourages elimination of inconsistent and stove-piped service policies.

In the final analysis, the U.S. munitions industry is capable of meeting near-term, high quality munitions needs, but there is good reason to be concerned about the future. Without changes in our overall munitions policies, there will continue to be a substantial lack of surge capacity, especially for low volume, high technology munitions. The unstable, feast or famine natures of munitions procurements will likely drive second and third tier suppliers into even smaller and more specialized niches. The large systems integration companies will likely continue to experience supply-driven problems meeting requirements for high technology weapons, such as the requirement to surge JDAM production in 2002. A critical decision must be made whether to pursue a "Fortress America" approach, producing munitions domestically, or a globalization approach where we buy on the world market. There are risks associated with either approach. Public law (Section 806) currently impedes serious use of the global market for munitions. Any impact on this already fragile industry could cause adverse results on many companies. The munitions industry, unarguably producing the most critical war-
fighting commodity, is key to DoD's transformation and the long-term security of the U.S.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Establish a munitions integration agency within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) to monitor and harmonize munitions procurement programs.

• Conduct strategic munitions planning, creating unity of effort through development of a comprehensive DoD munitions roadmap that supports joint transformation. It requires integration of requirements planning, long term budget requirements, and would incorporate coalition and allied requirements when they can be determined. Service specific munitions such as PGM's are today not included as part of the SMCA portfolio. We would assign lead services for specific munitions areas, reducing duplication of effort. The office would also be responsible for integrating pre-planned wartime production priorities and establishing research and development plans and priorities.

• Develop a DoD business strategy encouraging stability across the munitions industry. Encouraging appropriate multi-year contracts and establishing "must pay" priorities ensures economic production quantities and can accomplish stability. The goal would be to reduce instability inherent in "feast or famine" production rates and schedules.

• Actively monitor key aspects of the munitions industrial base. This requires the OSD to identify and monitor the health of critical prime contractors, Government arsenals/depots and key lower tier suppliers. The DoD and prime contractors would be responsible for assisting second and third tier suppliers to ensure needed components. They would incentivize competition by qualifying alternate sources of supply, reducing the potential for single-point failures. These incentives would extend to encouraging production plant capitalization. Cooperative R&D efforts between DoD, industry and academia would be highly encouraged.

• Be the advocate for thoughtful, conscious policies promoting the U.S. munitions industry. This advocacy would impact areas such as streamlining export controls, making U.S. munitions easier to sell to other countries. It would also encourage review of import restrictions and overall import policies impacting munitions.

• Recognize that munitions are a unique sector requiring some level of excess industrial capacity to maintain required capabilities. This may be costly to maintain, but not as costly as failing to meet Title 10 responsibilities. Full spectrum dominance requires the ability to aggressively pursue any level of military action specified by the National Command Authority. Focus on the buyers, not the sellers. Recognize that the real focus is on what the government needs, not what the sellers need to do to compete.
• Promote Congressional support of needed spending to make war reserve programs relevant and effective. This necessarily has to include increased demilitarization costs for the 453,000 tons of obsolete or deteriorated munitions now taking up space in storage bunkers.¹³
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